
A giant leap forward in report design, analytics, data visualization and business intelligence. DAS7 is the new 
standard in self-service reporting. Our users are “regular people” who create stunning, robust and interactive 
dashboards in minutes without the need to contact IT.
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Designed for regular people

Data Access Studio enables business users to easily create queries, 
operational reports and analytics. Together with Automator and 
Templates (prebuilt report bundles), DAS7 greatly alleviates the 
burden on IT resources and overall infrastructure.

 Quickly find data using table and column descriptions, or screen 
names in our intelligent search engine

 Easily format report columns, add calculations and filters, organize 
and summarize data

 Effortlessly save, share and distribute reports in multiple formats

Contact us for a free demo today!

Visit reportsnow.com for more information or call 
Alan VanNice at (303) 944-1563.

Innately Intuitive

 Easy to learn and use

 Most calculations are a simple 
right-click

 Embed Excel into any report and 
leverage Excel skills

 Slice and dice data from multiple 
JDE tables and other data sources 
on one report

 Inherited JDE formatting and lookups

Interactive Dashboards

 Use any DAS7 report as a dashboard 
data source

 Build robust interactive dashboards 
in a simple drag and drop interface

 Combine multiple items in one 
dashboard: charts, pies, gauges, 
cards, maps, pivots, scatter plots, 
grids and much more

 Add drilldowns and/or interactivity 
with a few clicks

Data Access

 All JDE modules for one price

 Access all 5000 JDE tables and 
8000 JDE business views

 Access custom tables and custom 
business views

 Write a report one time and access 
any JDE environment

 Connect to Excel and other 
databases to combine external and 
JDE data in a single report


